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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Victorious Life)
Self-Development and Inspirational series …

“Death and life are in the power of the tongue; and they who indulge in it shall eat the fruit of it. For out
of the abundance of the heart, the mouth speaks.”

What’s in your heart? Is your heart filled with love, joy, peace, gentleness, goodness, and patience?
Or is it filled with bitterness, jealousy, aggression, covetousness, and unforgiveness? To change
what’s coming out of your mouth, you must refocus your attention – in your thoughts, emotions, and
most importantly, your heart.

In recent years neuroscientists have discovered that the heart has its own independent nervous
system. At least forty thousand nerve cells (neurons) exist in a human heart. That’s the same amount
found in various subcortical centers of the brain. In other words, the heart is more than a mere
biological pump. When you are deeply grieved or in painful sorrow, which part of your organ do you
feel the sourly sting? Or when you are over-joy and in awe of accomplishment of your dream, which
part of your organ do you feel really touch and in glory? Your heart!

To become aware of your own emotional state, you must ask yourself, “How do I make others feel?” If
you are truly objective and honest with yourself, and you conclude that you seem to make others feel
driven, controlled, angry, or hurt, there is a strong likelihood that you are brain-driven and that you are
not in-touch with your heart and the hearts of others. Most people are brain-driven and not heart-
guided.

Bursting of Emotion

“Whoever has no rule over his own emotions is like a city broken down, without walls.”

Emotions that become trapped inside a person seek resolution and expression. Emotions do not die,
we bury them; but we are burying something that is still living.

How does anger become an automatic response that flows out of our subconscious minds? This
happens because we learn anger through repeated exposure to certain experiences in our
environment. Anger is a conditioned response. We learn it through repetition and through a linking of
environmental cues. We learn to express anger when we encounter certain stresses, for example,
the moment some people hear a loud voice, they automatically draw certain conclusions and their
bodies respond in a certain way, even if the person with the loud voice isn’t communicating with them.

Over time, a person doesn’t even realize what it is that is triggering his anger – he is simply tensed up
and ready to fight or flee at all times. One day he may find himself pouring out angry words or feeling
anger if his colleague happens to leaves his file in a wrong slot; another day venting out anger in the
presence of an incompetent salesclerk; another day a cab driver reckless driving triggers an
expression of anger. Rage boils up increasingly inappropriate ways the longer a person lives with
pent-up rage. Unfortunately, hostile individuals may not even realize how inappropriate their
responses really are in relation to the circumstances or situations that trigger their responses.

When we focus excessively on the negative elements of a certain situation to the exclusion of its good
aspects, we are ‘filtering out’ the positive and exaggerating the negative. Very few situations, if any,
are 100 percent negative; most of the time, we can find something good in every circumstance, even
if we have to be really diligent about it.
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If we expect perfection out of life in general, we usually tend to expect the same thing from people.
This type of ‘unrealistic expectation’ not only meets with a great deal of disappointment when our
expectations are not met, but it also places unbearable pressure on people we care about and can
eventually destroy relationships.

People whose thoughts have convinced them they can never do anything right tend to make more
mistakes than normal and have a high rate of failure.

We can never move beyond what we think and believe. We need to examine what we believe and
begin to ask why we believe that particular way.

Negative thinking of any kind steals joy and causes a variety of bad moods. When we are negative
and gloomy, other people do not enjoy being with us, and when our thoughts are down, everything
else goes down with them.

People who tend to be negative in their thoughts and conversation are usually unhappy and rarely
content with anything for very long. Even if something exciting does happen, they soon find
something wrong with it. As soon as they see one thing wrong, they tend to fix their minds on it; any
enjoyment they might have is blocked by concentrating on the negative. They may occasionally
experience momentary enthusiasm but it quickly evaporates and gloom once again fills their entire
demeanor. They probably do not realize they could be happy if they would simply change the way
they think.

What are you addicted with in your thinking patterns? Addictions are the effect from insecurity and
driven out from fear. An addiction is something that controls people and in comes in many varieties,
but the worst addictions are the addictions of their mind:

Addictions to:
 Emotions – emotional outburst; throwing fits; moods swing; feeling depressed, even nothing

happens, the person with feeling depressed must think of something to make themselves
miserable.

 Busyness – just want to look and feel busy but not being productive or efficient. Pressuring
themselves with lots of deadlines but not achieving much.

 Approval – wanting to please others and seeking their acceptance, loses their own sense of
directions and purposes.

 Laziness – avoidance of responsibilities and high degree of fear of failure.
 Procrastination – delay out of fear and constantly being indecisive wanting and seeking

perfection.
 Avoidance – excuses for all things undone and blaming people and circumstances.
 Fear – slavery to fear; being fearful of almost all things.
 Control – wanting substantial control over other people’s lives, and keeping them close to their

sides no matters what it may take or costs.
 Over-care – this is a condition in which a person over-identifies with or becomes over-attached to

what he cares about. It is at that point that care becomes over-care, where the mind turns
genuinely caring intention into a mental and emotional drain.

You don’t have to surrender to any of those addictions that try to steal your joy, stealing your peace,
ruining your relationships, and rob you of your victory. We need to deal quickly with those issues and
situations that cause us to feel anger, rather than to stuff our feelings inside. Nothing is wrong with
the emotion of anger per se. What is damaging is how we express our anger such as in violent
actions, hurting words, damaging property, causing emotional hurt or physical injuries, etc. What is
also damaging is hanging on to anger and allowing it to build up inside us until we live in continual
rage.
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Many people become experts at not feeling what they feel. They become pros at pushing down any
feelings that are painful or that others do not accept. What happens when we do this – when we hold
in expressions of frustration, anger, or rejection, refuse to cry, or to voice out our inner pain? Our
minds perceive that we are experiencing danger. The negative emotions we are feeling, which cause
us pain, become emotions we try to avoid or reject. A negative cycle begins. The more we
experience negative emotions and fail to express them, the more the pressure inside us builds, the
more our minds perceive that we are in a dangerous situation, the more we feel we should flee
(shutting down our emotions further) or fight (railing against the emotions). The result can be an inner
rage, fear, or anxiety that boils just below the surface of expression for years or decades.

People who have stuffed emotional responses from childhood or for a significant length of time tend to
express one or more of the following:

 Perfectionism – those who stuff emotions try to keep everything ‘perfect’ in their lives so there will
be no cause for them to experience rejection, failure, or criticism.

 Control – Those who stuff emotions very often attempt to control every aspect of their lives – and
the lives of others around them – so that no stray emotion has an opportunity to erupt or display
itself.

 Self-Doubt and Self-Deprecation – people who have stuffed emotions very often have grown up in
environments in which they have felt unloved or rejected as children. In some way, they have not
experienced the security and bonding of a normal parent-child relationship. As a result, they have
developed low self-esteem and feelings of low self-worth, even though they may have achieved a
great deal later in life.
This deeply seated low-esteem tends to manifest itself in self-doubt – second-guessing of
decisions, a tendency to avoid making decisions or setting specific goals, a dissatisfaction with
choices made in the past to the point that the person refuses to make future choices.
Others who have low self-worth engage in self-deprecation – they ridicule their own flaws, shrug
off compliments, and make overly critical comments about their own minor failures, flaws, or
errors. They are likely to be people who will instinctively respond with negativism to a new idea or
situation.

 Cynicism and Criticism – those who have stuffed emotions sometimes take the tack of averting
attention away from themselves and onto others to avoid any further rejection, hurt, or emotional
distress. They can become masterful at making cynical comments or leveling criticism at others.

 Promiscuity – this response may seem odd at the outset, but many people with low self-worth and
stuffed emotions try very hard to please everyone.

You can restore balance by observing your own thinking and making decisions about your thoughts
and emotions. You can acknowledge any toxic feelings and then make a decision whether you will live
in them or release them. Toxic feelings do not have to be a permanent part of your thoughts and
heart’s fear.

Power of Attitude and Words

Once of my most famous and often quoted statement is, “Our talk affects our thoughts.” What we said
to ourselves, will deposit into our thinking-pattern bank, which will affect our heart’s conditions of
either in fear or in love.

All deadly emotions, to some extent, derive from our attitudes, and attitudes are something we can
control. You can choose how you will think and feel about any circumstance, event, or relationship in
your life. You can choose to a very great extent how you deal with grief, resentment, bitterness,
shame, jealousy, guilt, fear, worry, anger, hostility and all other emotional situations that readily trigger
physical responses.
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The first step you need to take toward a victorious life is to reflect upon your own attitudes. As quoted
from Charles R. Swindoll, “Words can never adequately convey the incredible impact of our attitude
toward life. The longer I live the more convinced I become that life is 10 percent what happens to us
and 90 percent how we respond to it. I believe the single most significant decision I can make on a
day-to-day basis in my choice of attitude.”

Attitude is a choice! Not genes, not your personality, but a choice. The best influence over attitude is
your heart – is it filled with love or fear? Begin to practice an attitude of gratitude and appreciation on
a daily basis.

The second step toward a victorious life is communicating with your heart. As I was doing my
research over the subject of the human heart, I came to realize the spelling of the word ‘heart’ – it is
‘hear’ and ‘+’ – that is, constantly, hearing the good news or positive (+) words.

Speaks words of encouragement to your heart; voice words of appreciation for life’s blessings (be
thankful for what you have); recall events in your life when you experienced tremendously joy, peace,
or love; speak words of acknowledgement about personal accomplishments.

Every word we speak is actually a creative word. We create frivolity. We create sobriety. We create
strife. We create ease. Our world is constructed by our words. Words are potent. They create hurt or
health. They create blessing or cursing. When you change your words – you change your world!

Are you paying attention to what words you are saying and what words you are receiving into your
heart?

“As in water, face reflects face, so a man’s heart reveals the man.”

When the heart is at peace or filled with love, it communicates harmony to the entire body. When love
fills your heart, your entire body takes something of an emotional plunge into healing, creativity,
optimism; thus, making you a person with whom people enjoys your company, becoming much more
productive and efficient, better discipline in life, and accomplishing more than you ever thought you
can.

Whatever is in a person’s heart, whatever is in the thought life, will come out in words.

But, Peter, you do not understand, I had a bad past and it is affecting my life today! My advice to
those readers who are having that thought is, “Remembrance of things past is not necessarily the
remembrance of things as they were.” We also choose to remember what we want to remember, thus,
what we remembers may not be in totality and in reality.

Live victoriously by purified from failure and fear, speaking words of victory and life into your heart;
you may fail from time to time, but if you will take these principles to heart and never quit, you will
become lead a victorious life. Winners are not those who never fail, but those who never quit.

When you change your heart and change your words, you will change your world. Filled your heart
with love, peace, and joy and see the amazing achievements and live your victorious life in 2011.

Your Success is Ultimately My Rewards

Signing off with love –
Your Favorite Author & Speaker – Peter Ng
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